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HumanityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s expansion into the stars has led to awe-inspiring discoveriesÃ¢â‚¬â€•and

terrifying new threats. An insidious alien race is waging an interstellar war, enslaving any civilization

they encounter to carry out their galactic rampage. Now they have set their sights on mankind. Tag

Brewer is a medical scientist. Not a shipÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s captain. But as humanityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s survival

hangs in the balance, he must lead a ragtag crew of humans, a skeptical alien, and a synthetic

lifeform into the depths of enemy territory. There he forms an uneasy alliance with a group of

aliensÃ¢â‚¬â€•the MechanicsÃ¢â‚¬â€•fleeing from the destruction.There is only one way to track

down and stop their frightening new adversaries. Tag must follow the trail of devastation left behind

in the fallen Mechanic empire. There he hopes to recruit other survivors to their cause. But what Tag

and his crew find is far more dangerous than any of them thought possible.The Eternal Frontier
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Another great story by Anthony J Melchiorri! I loved Edge of War as Tag and his ragtag crew once



again worked together to continue on their mission...In this sequel, we are becoming more familiar

with the characters as they grow and evolve throughout their journey together. Tag faces more

challenges when his crew grows... We learn more of the Mechanic culture as we meet Bracken,

who gives a slightly different slant to things than Coren... Sofia wears many hats and loves it! The

most interesting character in terms of personal growth is Alpha - she is trying to come to terms with

her human side... This part especially kept me in as we felt like we were with them as they faced

their adventures!There is plenty of action, battles, conspiracies, etc! The story moves at a fast pace,

so it also keeps you reading as you don't know what will happen next!I am looking forward to the

next book in this series as well! (I have read all of the author's books so far, and I am enjoying how

he branches out into other story types and still manages to write thrilling stories!)

This series is my all time favorite for sci-fi/space odessy type of reading. I loved the first book, and

this one picks up right where the last one left off. Captain Tag is on his way back to Coren's people,

to keep his promise.I love that there isn't so much technical mumbo jumbo lingo, that you feel like

you need to be an engineer to read the book. That's nice.When something is being explained, the

author is exceptionally talented at "writing the world to life." You see it as you're reading it. He

details the wounds, and you can almost feel it on your own arm. Every time I read about plasma

streaks across the star board view port, I get this sudden image of multicolored soap foam shooting

across my windshield at the car wash.This book, like almost all of Anthony Melchiorri's books, will

keep you up till 4 or 5am without even realizing it. So don't say you weren't warned.

This was a great sequel to Eternal Frontier. We join Tag, Alpha, Sofia and Coren in their mission to

find who is behind the nanite infestation of the Mechanic race. They are joined by a group of

Marines and the surviving members of the Mechanic race found on Eta-Five.This is an

action-packed story that takes the reader on an epic ride as they follow the crew in their efforts to

fulfill their mission. Anthony does a great job of character development and drawing the reader into

the story, you become invested in the characters. I'm eagerly awaiting the next book in this series!

Melchiorri takes an already exciting tale to the next level. Maintaining the pace of the first story, the

new book provides plenty of surprises. There are cool new aliens, new worlds to explore (all with

unique atmospheres and environments), and new allies (Bracken and the free Mechanics). Looking

forward to the next one in this series!



Edge of War was a worthy followup to Eternal Frontier. The characters meshed well, and it was

great to see Alpha come into her own. Plenty of the action Melchiorri fans are used to, but also a lot

of mystery with some twists that I honestly didn't see coming. I'm definitely ready for Book 3!

Edge of War proved to be a very enjoyable follow-up to Eternal Frontier. Bestselling author Anthony

Melchiorri is well known for his fast-paced, action-oriented stories and this character driven space

opera is no exception. Highly recommended!

Thank you Anthony J. Melchiorri for a fantastic sci-fi series. I have added to my summer reading list.

A fan.

Fun exhilarating read! Great character and story development. If you liked the first book in the series

you should really enjoy the unfolding story line and new characters.
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